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JOINT SOLUTION BENEFITS

Joint Solution Overview
After vigorous testing and customer feedback deepwatch has chosen Qualys to enhance
its Vulnerability Management (VM) service delivery.



Accurate scans with clear
result descriptions.



Defensible scan
results to ensure close
alignment of security
and infrastructure teams.



Actual network asset discovery
and issue pinpoint capabilities
for leading patch guidance.

The deepwatch Vulnerability Management service provides the people and processes
necessary for Qualys’ technology to achieve maximum value for mutual customers.
Integrated into our Cloud SecOps Platform, Qualys enables deepwatch to enhance their
Vulnerability Management service by giving deepwatch the ability to accurately identify,
investigate, and prioritize vulnerabilities.

deepwatch Qualys Use Case Overview
deepwatch builds and manages VM programs for its customers established on the use
of Qualys technologies. Armed with Qualys, deepwatch is able to ensure that customers
have the right information at the right time to keep devices and systems up to date, so
that threat actors cannot utilize vulnerabilities for nefarious purposes.


Full Vulnerability Management Program

Design and Management Fueled by Qualys
technology, deepwatch manages VM programs
for our customers. Qualys scans allow deepwatch
to provide accurate and actionable information to
properly manage patching activities based on risk
and criticality.



Complete Configuration Management Armed

with Qualys, deepwatch is able to make sure
customers are making the right changes to
systems to secure them and harden them,
based on industry best practices. These include
TLS, SSL, Certificates, and more.

Pinpoint and Repair Improper Deployed
Technologies With Qualys, deepwatch is able
to pinpoint all actual network assets, uncover
flaws in how they were deployed, and offer a
deep technical explanation of how to repair any
fallacies, patch vulnerabilities, and fortify the
network asset.
Rogue Software or Devices Detection
Utilizing Qualys scan results, deepwatch
is able to alert customer security teams to
potential rogue software or devices installed
or operating on the network. Customers can
quickly investigate, remove, or authorize
unwanted or previously unauthorized software
on the network, to close potential cyber threat
actor attack vectors.

ABOUT DEEPWATCH
deepwatch secures enterprises via its
unique, highly automated cloud based
SOC platform backed by a world class
team of experts that protect your network
and digital assets 24/7/365. deepwatch
extends your team and proactively
improves your cybersecurity posture via our
proprietary maturity model. deepwatch’s
managed security services are trusted by
leading global organizations.
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ABOUT QUALYS
Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of disruptive cloud-based IT, security and compliance
solutions. Qualys helps organizations streamline and consolidate their security and compliance solutions in a single
platform and build security into digital transformation initiatives for greater agility, better business outcomes, and
substantial cost savings. For more information, please visit www.qualys.com.

